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Across
4. one of the often colored parts of the main base of a

flower
5. of or relating to any system claiming use or

knowledge of secret, magical, or supernatural
powers

8. someone coming from another country or nation
10. graceful, polished, or luxurious in style, design, or

form
12. to move with a wavelike motion
14. something hanging loosely
15. a small devil or demon
18. to close(hands,fingers etc.)tightly together
20. to imitate a person
21. something finished at the max
24. permitting light to pass through but not allowing

the objects on the opposite side to be clearly
visible

26. something covered with knobs
27. a person considered different from others, ex.a

teenager who spends too much time studying

   

Down
1. a strong, forward movement like a wave
2. the act or power of sensing with the eyes;sight
3. a unit of measure for a dose of radiation absorbed

by the body
4. to (cause to) become plump and soft, as by

fluffing
6. to imitate the soft, murmuring sound of doves
7. to bump against, push, or elbow roughly or rudely
9. a Japanese woman trained to be a singer,dancer

and dance with men
11. to flap the wings rapidly or fly with flapping

movements
13. (appearance)in disarray; in loose disorder
16. boiling or foaming as if boiling
17. sharply or clearly shaped; clear-cut
18. a deep, strong blue color
19. a thick mass, lump, or piece of anything;hunk
22. the style in which a person's hair is cut, arranged,

and worn
23. a small, shiny disk used for ornamentation on

clothing
25. twisted out of shape or contorted, as the facial

features when expressing displeasure


